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• Financial uncertainty 

• Rising costs continue to outstrip relatively flat income, driven 

primarily by frozen UK/EU undergraduate tuition fees.

• Augar review of post-18 education funding – fees reduced to 

£7500? Top up? 

• Pensions – increased contributions and risk of potential 

industrial action 

• Spending review - HE sector generally viewed as well off 

• Capital investment – arms race

• Some HEIs are expected to fail financially 

• Sustainability of sector growth plans unrealistic

• Market forces (student recruitment)

• Demographic change – 18 year old > 2030

• Free choice and information drive up quality? (Unistats, 

league tables, transparency data) 

• Highly competitive 

• Clearing (new self release option, higher numbers, 

Universities going in early)

• International students – plateaued – visas

External factors affecting HE



External factors affecting HE

• Regulatory environment – Office for Students (1 year on)

• Different tone to predecessor

• Access and Participation Plans – gaps and targets

• Student health and well being

• Perceived grade inflation

• Unconditional offers

• Teaching Excellence (and Student Outcomes) Framework

• Role of governing bodies

• Research and Enterprise landscape 

• Research England REF2021 – peer review assessment: drives funding and reputation

• UK Research and Innovation – main public funder (grants) of research and reforming research culture 

• 2.4% of GDP to be spent on research and innovation by 2027 – industrial strategy, matched funding 
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Drivers of uncertainty in higher education
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The Finance Picture

• University finances are big news
• £30m pa cuts at Cambridge

• 1 in 14 posts going at Cardiff

• Sector continues to operate on small margins
• Those margins are tightening

• 47 English HEI’s already operating at a deficit
• Forecast to grow to 54 next year

• OfS sceptical over student number growth assumptions





So what does that mean for SNP?

• Student fee income is core to many Higher Education institutions

• Regulated fees mean that large proportion of income is essentially capped…..unless student numbers grow

• Operating costs continue to rise…leads to a financial sustainability gap

• Many institutions plan to grow their way out of this……

• BUT……

• Are there enough students?

• Of the right “quality”? 

• Of the “right” demographic?

• COMPETITION can lead to disruptive behaviours (e.g. unconditional offers)

• REGULATION can put additional pressures on planning (e.g. Access and Participation Plan targets)



Make-up of income continues to shift from direct government funding 

toward increased reliance on academic fees



Capped income



Growing student numbers





COMPETITION
Unconditional Offers: 2018 sector analysis

• In 2018, providers made 68,0002 unconditional offers to 18 year old applicants (UK) compared to about 

3,000 in 2013. Share of unconditional offers increased from 0.4% to 7.1% in 2018.

• Add into this ‘conditional unconditional offers’ and the number rises to 87,450 (34.4%) 18 year old 

applicants were made an offer with an unconditional element.

• Vary by subject - Unconditional offers vary significantly by subject – 18% of offers made to students 

applying for creative arts and design were unconditional compared with 0.3% for medicine and 

dentistry.

• Predicted grades - In 2014 and 2015, applicants predicted AAA were most likely to receive an 

unconditional offer, but in 2018, applicants predicted BBC became the most likely. 

• Providers – More providers are using unconditional offers (all types). This varies by region (East 

Midlands highest), tariff grouping (14% of offers were from lower tariff providers compared with 1.2% of 

offers from higher tariff providers)

• Are they effective? Analysis at Loughborough found a weak negative correlation between the % 

change in applicants firming LU and % change in unconditional offers by top 20 competitor institutions (-

0.363).



REGULATION:
Access and Participation Plans

• Office for Students: Key Performance Measures 1 & 2

• 1. Gap in participation between most and least represented groups

• 2. Gap in participation at higher-tariff providers between the most and least 

represented groups

• Represents a step change in approach, particularly for high tariff institutions 

• Conditions placed on some universities linked to “access”

• Many universities under “enhanced monitoring”

• Challenging targets from Office for Students 

• Intense competition for the POLAR4 Q1/2 market 

• Oxford and Warwick have already launched ambitious schemes



Panel Discussion: 12:10 - 12:30
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Talk to the person next to 

you….

…what do you think are the 

external factors universities 

must consider over the next 

20 years?
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Last 2 years, worked with sector leaders to design future universities

Last two years, Nous and 

Wonkhe worked with 

leaders across the sector to 

imagine what a next 

generation university 

might look like



This framed five extreme futures….

Internationalisation

HE is influenced beyond 

the control of any one 

country.

Government

Government runs a managed 

HE market through a 

changing socio-economic 

landscape.

Technology

HE is wholly driven by 

changes and advancements in 

technology.

Consumer

HE is driven by the demands 

and preferences of students 

as consumers of education.

Climate Change

HE is primarily shaped driven 

by more than dramatic 

changes in the world’s natural 

environment.

1 2 3 4 5
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….to create 5 very different universities

Gold-wo-man 

Sachs University

International led: A 

multinational university 

driven by need and a social 

return on investment for all 

study and research.

Totalataria-versity

Government led: A state-

financed and directed 

university, providing free 

education to students but 

with complete control over 

what is studied and 

researched

AI University

Technology led: A wholly-

personalised university for 

teaching and research 

driven by artificial 

intelligence.

Free University: 

funding by ads

Consumer led: An industry-

paid university that offers a 

free education and where 

organisations pay a 

recruitment fee to hire 

graduates

Green rebellion

Climate led: A fully self-

sustaining university that not 

only focuses in teaching and 

research in sustainability but 

is fully enabled by its own 

green energy

1 2 3 4 5



So what do students want from higher 

education?



The answer: 5 ‘basic’ needs….

1. 

Employability & 

business 

creation

2.

Flexibility in 

how they study

3. 

Connection to 

their university 

community

4.

Personalisation 

through a 

tailored learning 

experience

5

High quality 

learning 

environments
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….but the sector’s performance is mixed.

Source: NSS data  2018
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5 Teaching Models have emerged

Stackable Learning

A more flexible degree approach where individuals 

can combine micro-credentials to create their own 

qualification.

Research Focus

A course which puts research as the focus of the 

learning and teaching. 

Blended Learning

The traditional university course, a blend of 

lectures, workshops, and online components.

Block Learning

Units are taught one at a time in intensive ‘blocks’.

Practice-Based Learning

A course which puts emphasis on 

using learning in practice.



Discuss what we must protect and 

what we must disrupt in the UK higher 

education system
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Protect Disrupt

Programme 

design

Work-relatedness

Time and location

Use of data

Academic 

curriculum

Life-long learning

Degree structures

Learning methods

Research reform

Reduce pressure to publish

Wider participation

Open research

Translational research

Quality 

Standards

Universities have systems 

for quality assurance

Student choice

Access to all

Options for students

Flexibility

Institutional 

autonomy 

Academic freedom

Freedom from interference

Beyond political whim

Civic good

Relevance

Effectiveness

Public opinion

Sector 

inequality

Reducing inequality through 

teaching, research and 

engagement 

Creating better connections 

between all parts of society 



1. Is your institution discussing these issues?

2. How far into the future does your strategic planning 

process look?

3. Do you feel that your institution is prepared for changes it 

may need to make in the future?


